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This article analyses the relationship between the activities of think tanks and the

development of the party-programmatic discourse of the German Social Demo-

cratic Party (SPD). It addresses the years between 1994 and 2005 during which

the SPD underwent a programmatic revision resulting in the adaptation of

‘Third Way’ Social Democracy. Description and analysis of the interaction of

the various policy field stakeholders establish what it is that a number of specific

think tanks did and whether what they did was policy-relevant. The study, based

on interviews with relevant stakeholders and document analysis, comes to the

conclusion that a number of think tanks contributed to the process of bringing

about significant change in policy objectives.

INTRODUCTION

This article looks at the role of think tanks in the modernisation debate of the Social

Democratic Party of Germany (SPD) between 1994 and 2007. During this period,

after already having spent many years in the electoral wilderness and in programmatic

disarray, Germany’s second-largest Volkspartei or people’s party underwent a modern-

isation process – understood as the ‘reprogramming of organisational goals with the

aim of adapting to the political environment1 – similar to, for example, that of the

British Labour Party under the banner of the Third Way. This modernisation was

shaped both by party-internal procedures – committees, policy forums and programme

commissions – and by experts from outside the party whose expertise, at times,

circumvented and overrode the ‘official’ internal policy and programme-making insti-

tutions. The modernisation process was aided by the strengthening of party elites

through various organisational changes.2 This article highlights, in particular, how

external expertise from think tanks was relevant in this modernisation process. By

doing so the article addresses deficiencies in the literature in a variety of ways:

firstly, it describes in detail how think tanks were active agents of change within

specific larger socio-economic ‘conditions of action’3 – most academic research

pays only scant attention to what it was that think tanks actually contributed to a par-

ticular discourse and how they did it. In particular the latter point is under-researched –

and this is the case not so much because, to paraphrase Heclo and Wildavsky, insiders

will not talk to researchers but because researchers assume they already know.4

Secondly, the study is based on a new, broader definition of what constitutes a think

tank. This broader understanding reflects the changing nature of think tanks.

Thirdly, the study is underpinned by a novel combination of theoretical concepts
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which provides a better understanding of how think tanks do what they do. It is guided

by Peter Hall’s notion that experts external to organisations can produce enough

momentum for what he calls ‘third order change’ of policy objectives.5 While Hall dis-

cussed the power of external expertise and paradigmatic change in relation to govern-

ment and civil service, this study looks at political parties and investigates whether

Gellner’s claim that in crisis situations – such as repeated electoral defeat – political

party elites use external expertise to control policy and programme modernisation.6

Maarten Hajer’s concept of the ‘discourse coalition’ is used to explain how think

tanks as physical nodal points in a network of a variety of actors become effective.

Methodologically, the study was approached through 30 semi-structured inter-

views with (former) analysts from think tanks, former members of commissions or

working groups set up by think tanks and SPD politicians. Interviewees were identified

through prior study and through snowball sampling. The empirical research was

carried out between 2004 and 2008 for the researcher’s doctoral research. Interviewees

were assured anonymity, and where possible it was attempted to conceal institutional

affiliation of interviewees in order to protect them from potentially negative conse-

quences. This approach is acceptable especially because this study is not about person-

alities but about processes – and if those who know best about these processes cannot

talk openly about them the researcher will have little material to interpret. The ques-

tions asked concerned the concrete role of the interviewees in the processes under scru-

tiny as identified by the researcher prior to the interview, they concerned newly arising

topics and they sought to establish the interviewees’ own evaluation of the subject

matter. Furthermore, political party publications such as policy review documents,

party programmes and election manifestoes were analysed.

DEFINING ‘THINK TANK’

Given the variety of organisations that give policy advice, it is important to define what

is meant by ‘think tank’. While in the English-speaking world the term used to invoke

images of scientific detachment and objectivity, in Germany the term is most popular

with more recent advocacy-oriented policy research institutes but still sometimes

frowned upon by organisations thriving on their ostensibly scholarly disposition.

Thus, the understanding of what constitutes a think tank is highly ‘reflective of the

socio-political context in which think tanks were first constituted’.7 For this study

think tanks were defined as non-governmental institutions, legally and organisationally

independent from government, political parties or organised interests. They want to

influence policy, but have no formal decision-making power; they lay claim to political

neutrality while often not making a secret of their ideological standpoints. Some carry

out little research themselves and commission external experts or recycle existing

research while others have considerable internal research capacities. Furthermore,

think tanks want to change policy through intellectual argument rather than through

behind-the-scenes lobbying. They advocate ideas, maintain and develop policy net-

works, and provide expertise to policy-makers.8 They inform decision-makers about

policy developments from other countries and can play a role in transnational policy

transfer networks.9 Most research defines think tanks as not-for-profit organisations.

However, this criterion implies that only financial profit motives compromise the
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independence of a think tank. Other motives to engage with decision-makers and other

power-holders – like wanting to gain access to valuable government data, seeking

(in)formal positions within the client organisation or stimulating government’s interest

in commissioning policy evaluation – also have a potential impact on the intellectual

independence of a think tank and on the relationship between think tank analysts and

those advised.10 The not-for-profit criterion constructs a false dichotomy between think

tanks with charitable status and organisations like management consultancies or uni-

versity-affiliated institutes while all three types of organisations may fulfil the same

tasks. Instead of the not-for-profit criterion the term ‘financial autonomy’ is preferable

if defined as being not dependent on one single benefactor.

In accordance with Hall, think tanks can become significant agents of change when

a policy paradigm is seen as failing and the usual agents of change – in Hall’s study on

welfare policy change this is the civil service – are seen as incapable of dealing with

the situation. Third order change – Hall uses this term to describe changing policy

objectives as opposed to merely changing policy instruments to reach the same

goals – can be the consequence when external actors are given the opportunity to con-

tribute their expertise. As Peter Hall says, a new ‘policy network’ can spring up and,

with new actors, may give the policy process a different direction.11

Since studying think tanks means studying ideas, structures and agency, it is impor-

tant to have a model of the policy process. This article understands think tanks as one

agent among many in a particular ‘discourse coalition’ – a variant of the policy

network concept.12 A discourse coalition, according to Maarten Hajer, ‘is the ensemble

of a set of storylines, the actors that utter these storylines, and the practices that

conform to these storylines, all organized around a discourse’.13 The discourse

coalition concept focuses on the nexus of power and knowledge and its relevance

for policy change and continuity. A wide range of actors, not necessarily known to

each other, are responsible for the (re)production of policy discourses. Central to

Hajer’s concept is the notion of the storyline: a linguistic mechanism around which dis-

course coalitions assemble, a ‘generative sort of narrative that allows actors to draw

upon various discursive categories to give meaning to specific or social phenomena’.14

For this study, the concept of the ‘activating’ or ‘social investment’ state was identified

as such a storyline. A discourse coalition is held together by its members’ shared belief

in an interpretation of a threat, crisis or event which constructs ‘the nature of the policy

problem under consideration’.15 A think tank can contribute with its expertise to the

construction of such a narrative and thereby to the (re)production of the hegemony

of one discourse coalition over another.

Whether a think tank is successful in its task of producing a hegemonic discourse can

be assessed through the ‘concordance method’. Albert Yee describes this method as

entailing the establishment of concordance between ideas – proposed e.g. by think

tanks – and policy outcomes or, as in this article, the outcomes of party programmatic

debate.16 If ideas emerging from think tanks are consistent with policy proposals from

governments or leaders of political parties, this can be taken as an indication of influence.

But finding concordance does not establish proof of impact. If there is discordance we

can consider this an example where, for example, a think tank lacks efficacy in influen-

cing policy, but it is not proof for a complete absence of impact since the policy might

have been different without the think tank’s efforts to exert influence.
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To sum up the analytical framework underpinning this article: the definition of

think tank is broad enough to capture a range of institutions fulfilling think tank func-

tions but does not, for example, lobby single interest groups or other groups. Peter

Hall’s conceptual framework is appropriate to capture the idea that agents of change

which are external to either government, or, as this paper argues, external to a political

party, can be significant regarding ‘third order’ policy change. Maarten Hajer’s

discourse coalition concept clarifies that the organisations scrutinised in this article

constitute only a few amongst the many active in a diverse network of actors. At the

same time, using Hajer’s framework stresses that think tanks have particular ‘discur-

sive power’ regarding the hegemony of one discourse over another. In combination,

the analytical framework applied in this study provides a strategy for telling ‘as

useful a “story” about politics’ as possible.17

THE LITERATURE

Think tanks have enjoyed some popularity as a research subject in the past. Academic

interest has been mostly focused on think tanks in the English-speaking world.18 Think

tanks are increasingly analysed as actors on a supra-national level for example in

relation to the European Union as an agent in the trans-nationalisation of policy analy-

sis and (social) scientific expertise.19 Since the 1990s, research interest has extended to

think tank development in Central Eastern Europe, Asia and the developing world.20

Germany is not the best-researched country when it comes to think tanks. This seems

odd: after all, Germany has a differentiated and populous think tank landscape, a good

overview of which was given by Thunert.21 There is barely any in-depth current research

on the role of think tanks in the SPD’s modernisation process with the exception of

Pautz’s comparative study.22 Scholars have paid more attention to other institutions

which give policy advice, such as the information service for Members of Parliament,23

governmental permanent commissions,24 and parliamentary commissions.25

One of the earliest studies of political party foundations such as the SPD-affiliated

Friedrich-Ebert Foundation and the Christian Democrat Konrad-Adenauer Foundation

came to the conclusion that they, as think tanks, vitalise and stabilise Germany’s party

system.26 Among the first to mention think tanks was Claus Leggewie, who depicted

them as actors promoting the neo-liberal turn of federal government in the 1980s.27

Over the past few years, think tanks have attracted attention from journalists in the

context of recent labour market reforms,28 and also some critical academic research.29

More recently, governmental ad hoc commissions have been analysed as institutions,

deployed by government, to facilitate policy change. Think tanks developed influence

through these commissions.30 Some have argued that management consultancies have

increasingly acted like think tanks. However, while their role in public sector modern-

isation has come under journalistic scrutiny, there still exist only few academic studies.31

THE SPD AND EXTERNAL EXPERTISE: AN UNEASY RELATIONSHIP

Before the relationship between think tanks and the SPD is scrutinised, it is of help to

briefly outline the ‘larger conditions of actions’ in which the SPD modernised and in

which the think tanks in question were active. The SPD, in the 1990s, was searching for
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a path towards modernisation after the breakdown of Keynesian ‘liberal corporatism’

in the 1970s32 and under the conditions of ‘permanent austerity’ of the welfare-state.33

Under these conditions the centre-left – not only in Germany but, firstly and most

extensively, in the UK and then also in other European countries – re-defined its

central policy objective of ‘social justice’ under the concept of the Third Way in the

1990s and 2000s.34 Social Democratic modernisers merged labour market and

welfare policy into what Bob Jessop calls ‘productivistic social policy’,35 which

oscillates around ‘welfare-to-work’, ‘make-work-pay’ and ‘human capital investment’

discourses. The modernisers adopted a new concept of the welfare state which has been

variously termed the ‘activating’, ‘enabling’ or ‘social investment’ state. While the

traditional social democratic Keynesian welfare state focused on the redistribution

of income, wealth and power with the aim of greater equality of outcome and decom-

modification, the modernisers defined social justice no longer as the multi-dimensional

equity of resources but as the continuous redistribution of opportunities to (re)integrate

the economically inactive into the labour market and thus, by implication, into society.

Ruth Levitas identified this discourse as the ‘social integrationist’ as opposed to the

‘traditional redistributive’ social policy discourse.36 It deviates so substantially from

traditional social democratic principles that it is justifiable to speak of a ‘third order

change’37 with regard to Social Democrats’ central policy objective.38

How, briefly, did the SPD modernise? Oskar Lafontaine, as one of the SPD’s

leading politicians interested in intellectual debate, started a modernisation debate in

the early 1990s which came to a halt in 1995 – this debate will be discussed further

below with regard to the involvement of think tanks. But only after the SPD formed

a federal coalition government with the Green Party as its junior partner in 1998, it

started a substantial revision of its party programme. The short modernisation

debate during the run-up to the 1998 elections mostly touched upon image rather

than on the party’s basic values or its concrete policy. Part of this re-branding exercise

were the SPD’s attempts to emulate New Labour’s appeal to ‘middle England’39 by

referring to itself as the party of the ‘New Centre’. The usage of this term started in

late 1997 and marks the beginning of the SPD’s Third Way modernisation discourse.

This debate came to an end with the election victory. However, a legitimacy gap

between what the SPD stood for programmatically and its governmental policies

opened when, in early 1999 after the demise of Oskar Lafontaine as party chair and

finance minister, Gerhard Schröder’s government embarked on a social policy

course which in many respects was diametrically opposed to the SPD’s left-leaning

1989 Berlin Programme. A year after taking over power in Berlin and after a failed

attempt to dictate Third Way modernisation top-down with the ‘Schröder–Blair’

paper from 1999,40 Schröder instigated an official programme debate to bring his

party in line with the supposed realities of being in government. The official Pro-

gramme Debate, launched in late 1999, was dominated by themes and arguments

familiar from the British Third Way debate – and by those actors in favour of a centrist

re-location of their party.41 The labour market and welfare state reforms which Schrö-

der’s government had started in 1998 had a marked impact on the debate. In particular

Agenda 2010 – a set of welfare-to-work labour market and welfare reforms from 2003

under the theme of the ‘activating state’ – proved to be a catalyst for the SPD’s pro-

grammatic modernisation. Agenda 2010 was integrated into the SPD’s 2005 federal
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election manifesto as part of the party’s newly-adopted policy objective of creating a

Soziale Demokratie in Germany.42 The Programme Debate ended, after several

suspensions and under three different party chairs, in 2007 with the adoption of the

Hamburg Programme.43 The new programme largely follows the course prescribed

by the concept of the Third Way: it embraces productive inequalities of outcome as

long as they are not ‘large inequalities’ which limit freedom and capabilities of

others.44 The state is re-defined as an ‘enabling’ and ‘preventative’ state which

holds the individual to their responsibility to be in paid work and to continuously

re-train to adapt to the ever-changing demands of the labour market.45

This is, in a brief outline, how the SPD slowly edged towards a Third Way

approach to social policy. How did think tanks play a part in this process? There

were, in particular, two think tanks – the Friedrich-Ebert Foundation (FES) and the

Social Science Centre Berlin (WZB) – of direct significance for the party’s official

Programme Debate itself. However, further think tanks played an indirect role for

the SPD’s modernisation through their intense involvement in the making of

Agenda 2010. These think tanks – the Bertelsmann Foundation and two management

consultancies – can only be discussed in passing due to the limited nature of this article

and have been discussed elsewhere.46

The FES symbolises the state-centred nature of Germany’s think tank landscape. It

is the largest of the six charitable, political party associated foundations in Germany. It

depends overwhelmingly on public monies allocated according to the share of votes

gained by the associated party in previous Bundestag elections. It therefore has an

intrinsic interest in the party’s electoral performance while it is constitutionally

obliged to remain above party politics. Originally an educational institution for the

working class, today the FES spends most of its budget on oversees developmental

aid and on political education. Only 10–20 per cent of the FES budget is allocated

to think tank activities. Yet the FES itself defines itself as a ‘think-tank [which]

provides analysis and research for political and economical elites’47 and senior SPD

politicians have praised it for providing long-term thinking for their party.48

How has the FES provided the SPD with ideas for programme and policy, given the

legal constraints that it operates under? In the early 1990s, it started trying to turn ‘the

attention of Social Democratic policy elites to international approaches in employment

and labour market policy’.49 One example is the Future Commission (1995–98).

Consisting of academics, it was set up by a group of modernisers around Oskar Lafon-

taine who had been in charge of the debate for the Berlin Programme. After the SPD’s

disastrous defeat in the first all-German federal elections of 1990 – Lafontaine himself

was the party’s contender for the Chancellorship – Lafontaine partly relinquished his

traditional positions on social and labour market policy and sought to use the foun-

dation as a motor for policy renewal. After all, in the 1970s FES had already assisted

the party leadership in warding off the resurgence of the Marxist wing of the party.50

The legal position of the foundation vis-à-vis the SPD made it impossible for Lafon-

taine to influence the commission or to associate himself with it like the British

Labour Party’s leader John Smith had done a few years earlier with the Commission

on Social Justice at the Institute for Public Policy Research – a think tank founded

by people close to Labour Party modernisers.51 However, with FES economist

Christa Müller – married to Oskar Lafontaine – being the leading member of the
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commission’s secretariat at FES and one of his closest advisors, commissioners felt as

if Lafontaine ‘was sitting at the table’ with them. Lafontaine’s interest in the commis-

sion’s work faded when he ousted the party chair only a few months after the commis-

sion had first convened as this meant that he took over new responsibilities in a role

which differed significantly from that he held previously. In his new role, Lafontaine

preferred ‘undermine[ing] the Federal government’s legislative programme to profile

the SPD’ over elaborating long-term programmes.52

No other senior Social Democrat showed interest in the commission’s work and no

one made the report their own when it was published just before the 1998 federal elec-

tions. The FES itself made little effort to publicise the results so that commissioners

were under the impression that the think tank wanted to dissociate itself from their

report. Why? The proposals did not suit Lafontaine in his ‘new’ role as a traditional

Social Democrat which he had assumed when his party decided in March 1998 that

the telegenic Blair admirer Gerhard Schröder should run for the Chancellorship. Spel-

ling out the end of the ‘Modell Deutschland’ – a synonym for the link of international

competitiveness with relative domestic income equality and a relatively dense net of

social security – many of the commission’s proposals to reform the labour market

and welfare system had been rejected by trade unions and the party’s traditionalists

because they followed the supply-side agenda later encapsulated in the Third Way.

Establishing a subsidised low wage labour market for the low-skilled and long-term

unemployed to abolish the ‘unemployment trap’ and introducing a minimum wage

below national wage levels was perceived as an incursion into bargaining autonomy

and as a step towards the dismantling of the welfare state which the commission

accused of offering unsustainable ‘welfare without work’.53 Germany’s welfare-state

and labour market policies should travel a ‘third way’.54 So close to the elections

the relatively concrete proposals of the commission were seen as a threat to the

SPD’s attempts to be modern and traditional at the same time – as embodied in the

dualism of Schröder and Lafontaine.

Given the lack of media impact and the lack of support from senior Social Demo-

crats, should the think tank’s commission be evaluated as a total failure? The commis-

sion contributed to the gradual formation of a labour market and social policy agenda

which intellectually supported the coalition of party modernisers and weakened

the ‘discursive hold’ of traditionalists. It also contributed to the formation of a circle

of advisors who became intellectual companions of the modernisers. Lastly, some of

the proposals for labour market reform reappeared a few years later in the work of

two governmental expert groups: the Benchmarking Group (1998–2002) and the

Hartz Commission (2002). These were crucial for preparing and formulating policies

which constituted the core of Agenda 2010.55

While the immediate impact of the commission was disappointing, The FES influ-

enced the party’s debates through other channels. A good example is the Managerkreis

or Manager Circle. It is organisationally attached to the FES but legally and financially

independent. The FES supports its operation and mediates the circle’s work to power-

holders in government and in the SPD. After 1998, the circle had a membership of

about 1,000 ‘leaders of the upper and middle management, self-employed and

entrepreneurs’,56 which makes it a comparatively small group compared to the

CDU’s 10.000 strong equivalent Wirtschaftsrat. Membership is in a personal capacity
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and not on behalf of a particular company. The board of the Manager Circle and the

leadership of its regional Länder groups are characterised by a large presence of

management consultants. Business leaders have used it to communicate their concerns

to senior Social Democrats and – after 1998 – to ministers and the Chancellor

himself. Politically close to the party’s modernisers, prior to the 1998 elections the

Managerkreis endorsed the SPD as the only party able to break up Germany’s ossified

structures while cautioning Social Democrats that a ‘supply-side politics of the left’

should replace Keynesian economics.57 Once the SPD was in power, the activities

of the Managerkreis increased – in line with its membership. Via quarterly thesis

papers, regular workshops and background talks with politicians from governing

parties and the SPD leadership, the Manager Circle wanted to act as ‘a critical-

solidaristic partner and vanguard thinker of reform-oriented politics’.58 Of particular

importance for the Managerkreis’ activities were the background talks which the

FES organised: because the Managerkreis is independent from the FES, there is no

obligation to make the content of these talks public: ‘here we can speak in a detailed

fashion, more confidentially and more open, about the problems which we see’.59 The

Managerkreis showed little interest in directly informing the SPD’s official Programme

Debate but actively accompanied the debate about Agenda 2010 and warned Social

Democrats that redistributive policies would only lead to injustices due to their

impact on the economy.60 Analysts at FES appreciate the Managerkreis as a

bulwark against temptations within the SPD to leave its centrist course. Numerous con-

ferences, workshops and publications organised by the Managerkreis and the FES –

targeting trade unionists, works councils and the party’s middle strata of functionaries

rather than the general public – were aimed at garnering support for Schröder’s deeply

unpopular labour market reform by establishing a discourse that constructed Agenda

2010 and Social Democratic values as compatible.

The FES also attempted to institutionalise a pan-European Third Way debate by

instigating a loose transnational think tank network because the Socialist International

and the Socialist Party of Europe were deemed unable to facilitate the necessary

debate. In 1997, a number of directors from centre-left think tanks from, for

example, Germany, the UK and Sweden agreed that the European centre-left needed

to develop a modern common European centre-left identity if their governmental dom-

inance was to be transformed into a long-lasting hegemony of the centre-left. It was

decided to set up the Forum Scholars for European Social Democracy. Its stated objec-

tive was to provide a space ‘for debate among scholars in Europe, who are “critical

friends” of Social Democracy and work in various advisory functions for centre-left

parties in Europe’.61 At its height, this network included ten think tanks and other

research and political education institutes. However, despite occasional conferences

– the last in 2005 – the network never developed much continuity and is today

largely defunct. The forum has suffered from a lack of clarity about its purpose and

from the participating organisations’ differing expectations: some wanted to establish

a platform to discuss political philosophy while others wanted to discuss concrete

policy for the harmonisation of centre-left policy across the EU.

Back in Germany, FES became the ‘governing foundation’ – as it was put by one

think tank analyst – by turning much of its attention on bestowing legitimacy on the

government’s policy agenda. At the same time it also played a role in the SPD’s official
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Programme Debate. In this debate, a programme commission chaired by the party chair

constituted exclusively of party members and reflecting the various party factions,

acted as a gatekeeper to external influences. FES indirectly contributed to the debate

as one of its senior analysts was a member of the programme commission and chan-

nelled the foundation’s expertise into the debate. This was Thomas Meyer, ‘one of

the most influential advisors to the SPD’,62 who had been advocating his concept of

Soziale Demokratie for years. Not only is it the FES’s motto, it has also been proposed

by Meyer as a replacement for the SPD’s long-standing commitment to Democratic

Socialism63 which has a prominent place in the Berlin Programme. Together with

Wolfgang Merkel, an analyst from the think tank WZB and a member of the SPD’s

permanent Basic Value Commission, who had been advocating ‘modern’ social

justice policies based on his research on Social Democratic governments for years,

Meyer emphasised in his work that modern Social Democrats should abandon their

fixation on equality of outcome and should focus on equality of opportunity and on

reducing poverty.64 This is a good moment to point to the close links between the

FES and the WZB.

The WZB was founded in 1969 by a cross-party group of members of the Bundes-

tag and of the Berlin House of Deputies and was meant to be a German version of the

Brookings Institution.65 It was an important source of advice for the Social Democrat-

led federal government of the 1970s and its ‘planning euphoria’.66 Being mostly

publicly funded, the WZB defines its task as informing decision-makers,67 and

many of its analysts explicitly want to contribute to ‘breaking up Germany’s ossified

structures and to neutralise the egotism of organised interests’ stifling the country, as

one researcher put it.68

Not only did work carried out at the WZB support the FES’s contributions to a

new perspective on Social Democratic policy objectives, it also directly influenced

the party’s policy in government and thus the party’s programmatic discourse. One

of Germany’s most respected scholars of international labour market policies, the

WZB’s Günther Schmid, joined the Benchmarking Group in 2000 and was a

member of the Hartz Commission. Thanks to his involvement, international labour

market policy approaches came to be more acknowledged by the relevant actors in

Germany’s neo-corporatist labour market policy process. Schmid’s work with govern-

ment allowed the WZB unprecedented access to governmental labour market data.69

Furthermore, the WZB contributed to establishing something like a ‘Third Way Inter-

national’: in 2000, the Chancellery asked the WZB to organise an academic conference

to accompany a gathering of 14 heads of state and government who would come

together under the slogan of ‘Progressive Governance’. This term had evolved as

the successor to that of the ‘Third Way’ in 1999. The conference contributed to the

establishment of the Policy Network: a transnational think tank based in London.

An example of how a particular faction of the SPD sought support from the WZB

and FES is the Netzwerk or Network Berlin, a group of younger MPs who favour

a Third Way modernisation of their party. In 2003, when Agenda 2010 was causing

immense controversy within the SPD and the public, the Netzwerk contributed a

manifesto – ‘The new SPD’ – to the debate. This document was the result of a work-

shop which the FES had organised. Netzwerk members discussed with members of

Hartz Commission and Benchmarking Group, veterans of the Future Commission
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and analysts from the FES and the WZB. Whilst promoting a ‘rights and responsibil-

ities’ discourse with respect to labour market and social policy they also adopted John

Rawls’ theory of justice and Meyer’s concept of Soziale Demokratie.70

This article focuses on party programmatic debate rather than governmental

policy-making. However, as emphasised earlier, one cannot be separated from the

other as the governmental agenda pushed the SPD’s programmatic modernisation.

Schröder’s labour market and social policy – and its third order change – to some sig-

nificant degree were influenced by government-external actors.71 As mentioned before,

the two most important forums for deliberating policy and creating consensus amongst

policy field stakeholders in Germany’s ‘semi-sovereign state’ – constrained by feder-

alism, strong interest associations, powerful courts, and dense international obli-

gations72 – were the Benchmarking Group and the Hartz Commission. The FES’s

Future Commission report provided the intellectual basis for proposals by, first, the

Benchmarking Group and then the Hartz Commission, on low wage labour markets

and income subsidies. The Bertelsmann Foundation, Germany’s best-resourced

private think tank, financed and partly staffed the Benchmarking Group, contributed

valuable data and proposals to both the Benchmarking Group and the Hartz Commis-

sion and evolved into one of Schröder’s government’s most appreciated partners.73

Management consultancies – namely McKinsey & Company and Roland Berger

Strategy Consultants – were leading partners in the Hartz Commission through

which they reached the apex of their involvement in governmental policy-making.74

Schröder’s government made extraordinary use of such government-external experts

in order to design new policy, but also to break resistance to reform from various

policy field stakeholders,75 including the ‘traditionalists’ in the SPD.

The concordance method showed that think tanks contributed to the construction of

a Third Way discourse coalition which gathered around the storyline of the activating

state. The FES, as the most active think tank, facilitated a modernisation discourse,

contributed to the formation of an expert community and discursively legitimated

the government’s reform agenda. The WZB was an important source of policy

advice for the Red–Green government and thus influenced the party’s programmatic

course.

CONCLUSION

Even though this article could not offer an all-encompassing ‘supply-side account of

ideology’76 of the exchanges between politicians and think tanks, the application of

the concordance method indicates that the think tanks in question played an important

role in the process of bringing about third order change of policy objectives at a time

when the SPD was in electoral and ideological crisis. The concept of the discourse

coalition helped to explain how party programme and policy change by highlighting

the variety of actors involved – of which think tanks were only one – and by using

the metaphor of the storyline. The article provided a description of actual think tank

activity to show ‘how they do what they do’. It supports Gellner’s contention77 that

if political parties are no longer able to provide their own valid orientational knowl-

edge, think tanks can partly fill this gap. It also supports Hall’s contention that external

expertise can support ‘third order change’ in paradigmatic crisis.
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The FES’s work on Soziale Demokratie influenced the SPD’s programmatic debate

but the SPD in opposition was structurally not very receptive to policy advice. Despite

years of ‘hollowing out’ the SPD’s internal programme-making structures, they are still

relatively strong and fragmented at the same time. After all, the SPD still understood

itself as a policy-seeking party78 and has maintained structures which make its pro-

gramme development largely reliant on internal policy-making bodies. They have

proved resilient to attempts by party leaders to impose a particular discourse on the

debate top-down, as the failure of the Blair–Schröder paper showed. The SPD’s

‘loosely coupled anarchy’ of various independent organisational levels and of a

diverse membership79 has made it more difficult for the party leadership to embark on

a modernisation course. Therefore, the party has been compared to a ‘sluggish tanker’.80

The degree to which external expertise was able to contribute to policy and pro-

gramme debates not only depended on the strength of internal policy-making structures

to act as filters and gatekeepers but also on the propensity of party leaders to use advice.

Schröder largely ignored the need to discursively link governmental policy and party

identity, as think tank analysts from the FES complained. Senior SPD politicians did

not realise that efforts to mediate the need for modernisation to the party rank-and-

file, to its middle strata functionaries, to affiliated organisations like the trade

unions, and to the public were necessary for a successful modernisation process.

Only when the SPD came to power in federal government did Schröder’s govern-

mental course open the SPD to more through programmatic reform and thus – often

indirectly – to external policy expertise. Now think tanks supported the party leader-

ship in its attempts to circumvent party-internal power holders perceived as blocking

modernisation.

The study proves Hall’s contention about external expertise and its role for stimu-

lating ‘third order change’, as FES and WZB contributed to the SPD’s modernisation

process especially after it had assumed governmental responsibilities and after Schrö-

der and his coalition of modernisers had found their party’s programmatic DNA out of

tune with their policy agenda.
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APPENDIX – GENERAL INTERVIEW GUIDELINE (TRANSLATED)

These questions formed part of the interview guideline for the semi-structured inter-

views. Depending on the interviewee, more questions emerged during the interview

which, in turn, influenced subsequent interviews. Therefore, this appendix is to be

understood only as an outline of the semi-structured interview guideline used and

not as a complete reproduction of the guideline.

Questions to analysts from think tanks.

Structure of the institution

Who founded the think tank?

How many employees?

What are your main areas of research?

Please describe how a project is typically conceived!

How do you acquire project finances?

What shape does the output normally take?

Aims, self-perception and influence
Where would you locate your institution regarding a potential overarching political

‘philosophy’?

What are the aims of the think tank?

Who were your most important project partners?

Do you cooperate with other think tanks?

What, do you think, do your external partners expect from you?

Please describe the role of the electronic and print media for your work!

Do you have regular meetings with politicians, civil servants or business/trade union

leaders?

Does your think tank have the ‘revolving door effect’?

Please describe how you see the influence of your think tank!

On what topics have you advised since 1998?

Do you think that your work had any influence?

Do you measure your influence?

Whom do you try to influence?

What are the best mechanisms to influence policy outcomes?

Comparing your think tank and its work and influence to before 1998 and now – have

there been any changes regarding your contacts with government and civil service?

German politics and think tanks

Over the past 10 years, have you noticed a change in the German think tank landscape?

Was there any change in the approach of government after 1998 to the way they deal

with external expertise?

What do you think of governmental commissions? Do they complement your work as

an institution or are they competitors?

What other sources do civil servants, government ministers and MPs get their advice

from?
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Are there specific problems when it comes to influencing German policy-making pro-

cesses as a think tank?

Is the structure of Germany as a federal multi-party system detrimental or conducive to

your work?

Questions to members of FES Future Commission and affiliated analysts of
FES

Who instigated this commission?

Was The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR)’s Commission on Social Justice

an example?

What role did the Miegel Commission play?

What, do you think, were the aims? De facto and official?

How were commissioners recruited? According to which criteria were they recruited?

Who were the commission’s proposals principally directed at?

Please explain how the commission functioned!

How were differences between commissioners dealt with?

Please explain the function of the commission’s secretariat!

Do you think this commission was influential? If so, on whom?

How was the report mediated and to whom?

Did you encounter specific interest from individuals from SPD, trade unions or other

political actors?

Did the report develop new significance when the Red-Green government took over?

Were members of the Alliance for Jobs interested in the report?

Questions to members of Managerkreis and affiliated FES analysts

How was the Managerkreis founded?

Was it a reaction to the CDU Wirtschaftsrat?

What are its aims?

Please explain its relationship to FES!

Who does the Managerkreis target principally?

Has something changed pre-1998 and post 1998?

Were there contacts between Managerkreis and Alliance for Jobs and Hartz

Commission?

Did the Managerkreis join the SPD’s Programme Debate?

WZB, Basic Value Commission, Netzwerk Berlin, Benchmarking Group and

Hartz Commission

Is the WZB important for Germany’s Social Democracy?

Where was it important for the Schröder governments?

Have you engaged as an individual for SPD Value Commission/Benchmarking Group

and Hartz Commission?

Who sought contact with you? Ministers, politicians, civil servants?

Questions to functionaries of SPD.

What role did think tanks play in the development of party programme and concrete

party policy in your experience?
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Which think tanks did you perceive as particularly keen on working with you or others

in the party?

Which think tanks did you perceive as particularly successful in working with you or

others in the party?

Do you think that FES or WZB fulfil think tank functions for the SPD?

Were there active attempts by SPD politicians to involve the FES more closely in party

debate?

What do you think about the general interest of the SPD leadership in input from think

tanks or other external experts?

Do you feel that FES and WZB have a certain political philosophy or closeness to a

particular faction of the party?
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